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NEW MESH LOCKERS FOR WYEE RURAL FIRE BRIGADE
Wyee Rural Fire Brigade has a long and proud history spanning over many decades of
serving the local community and beyond across the whole Central Coast. They are a
volunteer organisation committed to protecting our community in the very best way they
can.
They have attended countless bushfires, house fires, motor vehicle accidents and
community education events. The brigade has saved many lives and much property in
the course of their work and regularly undertakes hazard reduction activities to reduce
the risk of fire to our community.
Wallarah 2 Coal Project are pleased to assist Wyee RFB with a Community Foundation
Grant to go towards the purchase and installation of 21 new mesh lockers for the
station.
Rob Sawyer, Vice President of Wyee RFB said, “Wallarah 2 are a large and important
local development in the Wyee area. Wyee has had a long and beneficial relationship
with the coal industry over many years. We believe that there is a natural fit between
the objectives of our Brigade and Wallarah 2 when it comes to the community.”
“By installing new larger lockers, our crew will be better able to respond with greater
efficiency and speed. Our personal protective equipment is presently poorly stored
with insufficient space. New larger lockers will enable quicker access and more
comprehensive storage of all the necessary equipment each crew member requires.
This being the case, the community will benefit as we can respond to emergencies
with more efficiency and haste and improved time savings, added Rob.”
We would like to thank Wallarah 2 for their generous donation.
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